
La

MAPPA
Mercato Saraceno City

GALACTIC COORDINATES
FOR SPACESHIP OR TELEPORTATION
Latitude: 43 ° 57'45 '' North
Longitude: 12 ° 11'46 '' East
Altitude above sea level: 394 mt

LET'S MEET HERE

ROMAGNA INFO
NOLEGGIO AUTOCOMING - CAR RENT
contact: Emanuele Rossi +39 0547631782
discount and shuttle service to and from the central train station
if you say you’re my client  
 
TAXI CESENA
0547 610710

TOURISM OFFICE
+39 0547 356327
e-mail: iat@comune.cesena.fc.it
www.cesenaturismo.it

EVENTS
https://emiliaromagnaturismo.it/it/eventi 
https://www.eventsromagna.com     

RIMINI

CESENATICO

RAVENNA

CESENA

FORLÌ

SARSINABAGNO DI ROMAGNA
REP. DI

SAN MARINO



IN THE CENTER
4- CAFFE' RAGNO
to drink well with quality, selection and culture
of wines from all over the world,
but also luxury waters and artisanal snacks

5 - CAFFE CENTRALE
calm breakfast, unusual bar
with the taste of the past
and an infinite collection of cups,
excellent vegan biscuits

6 - PHARMACY Bracciaroli
0547 91027

7 - FORNO BERTOZZI
the good mountain bread
and a lot of vegan biscuits born in 1940
by the hand of Vittorino, the grandfather

8 - DALLA PADELLA ALLA BRACE 
renowned pizza,
thin and light, to dine well before leaving
for the long journey the SPECIAL PIZZAS
with elite products are very cool - +39 0547 91462

9 - MAISON OOPS
irreverent bags, unique handmade pieces

AT TWO STEPS:
1- PIADINERIA da Alessia
the best takeaway dinner
to avoid the Autogrill
Via Sandro Pertini 1
+39 347 688 1180

2 - TENUTA CASALI
my favorite wine cellar
in the area,
you can take advantage
of it even if you are just in touch and go.
tasting by reservation.
Via della Liberazione 32 +39 0547 690334

3 - BODY ART
gym and swimming pool
for the hyperactive companion
or pre-tattoo training
Via Sandro Pertini 5 +39 0547 90161

likely little discount
if you say that you are my client

by PLANE
Ridolfi airport in Forl  (30 min by car)
Fellini Airport in Rimini (40 min)
Marconi airport in Bologna (90 min)
Fiumicino airport in Rome (3 hours)
dispassionate advice: then rent a car ^_^

by CAR ***** (THE BEST CHOICE) 
from South West Italy:
Motorway Autostrada del Sole to ROME then Expressway E45 towards RAVENNA
from all other directions:
Motorway A14 up to CESENA NORD then Expressway E45 towards ROME
exit at MERCATO SARACENO - typical hilltop village with baker and fruit&vegetables
in the square and three bars - roundabout on the left and then again roundabout
on the left and you will arrive at the Shopping Center

by TRAIN
the right station is CESENA then you can: 
- rent a car from Emanuele - Autocoming (highly recommended!)
tel +39 0547 631782
discount and shuttle service to and from the central station if you say you’re my client
- take the bus - see directions below - € 2.50 each way - 45 min
- take a taxi - 50€ each way - 20 minutes - tel +39 0547 610710

by BUS
Only if you have no alternatives because the service is very poor
Bus number 138 which leaves from the Cesena BUS POINT, in front of the train station stop:
Media Zappi - Mercato Saraceno Shopping Center 

HOW TO GET

E45 EXIT

MEETING POINT
the parking of the gigantic "La Galleria" Shopping Center
Mercato Saraceno (Cesena) - via Einaudi
then you will get in the car with me towards Salottino Rock,
through dirt roads

UTILITY AT THE SHOPPING CENTER:
CENTRO CAFÈ
 
MONDADORI
books, stationery, newsstand

PARAPHARMACY

CONAD supermarket 

TOBACCO

DI CRISTINA FIORI
FLORIST - a small room inebriated by spring
to take home a memory that lasts a lifetime.
Great for bringing me a gift ^_^   

MEETING POINT
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MERCATO SARACENO CITY



The tourist

GUIDE

typical
Romagna cuisine,

I go there
once a week 

Sarsina - 11km away
0547 698067

on the shore
of Acquapartita Lake,
with windows
everywhere and
a suspended fireplace:
I LOVE IT!!  

Bagno di Romagna - 25km away
348 593 5933

LA TAVERNA
DI PLAUTO

LO CHALET
DEL LAGO

TRATTORIA
DEL LAGO

DA GORINI

GIARDINO WU

MARCELLO
VEGGIANI

LA MENTANA

IMAKI
SUSHI GARDEN

Romagna’s cuisine
of ancient times 

Mercato Saraceno 
2km away

0547 690082

starred restaurant 

in San Piero in Bagno 
28km away 

0543 1908056

luxury Chinese
restaurant

in the center of Forlì
47km away

0543 30243

cellar and elite
kitchen since 1891,
mini space
with 20 seats

Mercato Saraceno
1,4km away
347 832 9712

sophisticated
and always full,
but it's worth it 

Mercato Saraceno
1,3km away
0547 691567

luxury Japanese
restaurant 

in the center of Cesena
a 23km
3517011696

DALLA
PADELLA
ALLA BRACE
renowned pizza,
thin and light 
the SPECIAL PIZZAS
with elite
products are very cool  

Mercato Saraceno
1,4km away
0547 91462

WHERE TO EAT



small shabby chic house
on a hilltop,

with a breakfast
you will never forget

homemade by Rosalba 

Monte Petra - 12km away
333 827 6159

super practical because
it is very close to the studio 
simple rooms,
Romagna typical restaurant,
homemade breakfast and ...
a splendid infinity pool overlooking
the valley - possibility of camping 

Mercato Saraceno - 5 km away
0547 691726

B&B
FRA BOSCO E CIELO

LA CLOROFILLA

FATTORIA
DELL’AUTOSUFFICENZA

PONTE GIORGI

HOTEL MIRAMONTI

B&B
CAVALIER VEGGIANI

IL PAVONE ERRANTE

ROSEO EUROTERME

eco B&B  
an healthy and natural place

to eat organic food,
walk in the Casentino Forest

or rest in a hammock;
always full of educational activities

Bagno di Romagna - 30km away
0543 918302

equipped with all the services
of a big hotel with an internal
restaurant and a large garden

Mercato Saraceno - 6km away
0547 96581

super hotel
with direct access

to the Acquapartita
lake and a great wellness center

with heated outdoor swimming pool 

Bagno di Romagna - 25km away
0543 903640

apartment with internal courtyard
and breakfast by Caffè Ragno

fantastic for those who do
not come by car
in the square of
Mercato Saraceno - 1,4 km away
393 0594628

Panoramic hillside B&B
with swimming pool,
the owner is an unusual guy 

Mercato Saraceno - 17km away
335 740 8291

cool resort
with access to the
famous Thermal Center
of Bagno di Romagna,
classified as "Super Level” 

Bagno di Romagna - 31km away
0543 911414

likely little discount if you say that you are my client

pool

within walking distance

restaurant

kitchen usable

WHERE TO SLEEP 
remember that we are in Italy - a very touristic country - and that we are in a pandemic
so it is better to call and take an appointment for whatever you want to do,
as soon as possible to be sure to grab a place 

all points indicated are VEGAN FRIENDLY ^ _ ^ 



Special

INSERT

PARCO DELLE FORESTE CASENTINESI
Excursions, events, trekking

and activities in the midst of nature 

Touristic office 0575 503029 
30min away

MACROLIBRARSI
physical store of the

MacroEdizioni publishing house,
leader in literature for well-being

and awareness, and store with a wide range
of organic foods, especially vegan,

and ethical products for the
well-being of body, mind and spirit 

Cesena, on the way to get to me

TREKKING
free multimedia guide online

following the maps of the spiritual path
of San Vicinio:

http://www.camminodisanvicinio.it/Tappe/Gps

IL CASTELLO DI AZZURRINA
medieval castle haunted by ghosts,

open by day and by night

Poggio Torriana (RN) - 40min away
 0541 675180

WALK to CERVIA
and/or to CESENATICO

free open-air museums
along the canals

with boats of the past 
with thematic aperitifs,

restaurants of all types and qualities,
even with exotic cuisines

30min away

SKY PARK
adventure park

with obstacle courses in nature,
even super difficult for overwhelmed adult

 and super easy for children  

Perticara - 20min away
0541 927330

 

CATHEDRAL and Sanctuary
of SAN VICINIO

starting and ending point
of the 350km Pilgrimage Walk of San Vicinio 

the church is still used for exorcisms
with Don Gabriele the Exorcist (every Tuesday)

and the blessing with the collar. There is also
the Diocesan Museum of Sacred Art 

Sarsina - 10min away

REMEDIA
uncontaminated gardens

that can be visited for free to walk
the Path of the Zed, the Spiral

of Aromatic Herbs and the Path
of the Spirit of the Trees
they sell self-produced

herbal preparations and natural cosmetics 

Sarsina - 20min away
0547 95352

STRANGE THINGS
I'd do around here



CINEFLASH
& AMERICA GRAFFITI
modern multiplex cinema

with games area and FastFood

Forlimpopoli - 20min away
0543 745971

CA DI GIANNI
adventure park in the middle

of the woods for adults
and children 4+ 

it is also a restaurant,
swimming pool and B&B 

Bagno di Romagna - 30min away
3479755959

THE HOUSE OF BUTTERFLIES
no other words are needed…. 

Cervia (RA) - 40min away
0544 995671

MUSICALIA
& VILLA SILVIA

the guide
will illustrate

and play ancient mechanical
musical instruments,

still functioning today,
from the 1400s

to the early 1900s
and walk through the paths

of the park and inside
the historic rooms

of the Villa 

Cesena - 10min away
340 5542910

BOWLING
and games room

Ronta - Cesena - 30min away
0547 384917

IL PAGLIAIO
Agricultural and educational farm

with the possibility
of an instructive walk with donkeys

Sarsina - 15 min away 
35 531 5580

SKY PARK
adventure park

with obstacle courses
in nature for adults

and children

Perticara - 20min away
0541 927330

ITALIA IN MINIATURA
theme park

where you can visit Italy
and Europe in miniature

Rimini - 45min away
0541 736736

CENTRO COMMERCIALE
 PUNTA DI FERRO

the closest shopping center
with a large play area

Forlì - 25min away 

MIRABILANDIA
latest generation theme

adventure park:
SUPERCOOL!!

Savio (RA) - 40min away
0544 561156

NATURAL PARK
an unusual "Zoo

in the pine forest with "farm animals"
horses, donkeys, buffaloes,

goats, sheep, fallow deer,
deer, pigs, rabbits ... 

Cervia (RA) - 40min away
0544 995671

BABY SITTING


